Margaret Dora Higginson
1918—2009
Part two

And Crispin Crispian shall ne’er go by
From this day to the ending of the world,
But we in it shall be remembered;
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;

A memoir of the woman we
knew as Margaret Dora
Higginson, aka Hig, the Hig,
Higgy, MDH and eventually,
simply Margaret to those of
us who were blessed with her
lifelong friendship. We hope
to publish the “Margaret
Memoir” in quarterly
instalments beginning in October 2010
through to June 2011.
These pages have been put together by a
small team of Old Girls, mostly drawn from
her personal papers, some unpublished.
There are letters, poems, public speeches,
essays and journalism to dip into, all flavoured
with her characteristic humour and generosity.
And also reminiscences and tributes from
those who appreciated her as a person, as
much as a teacher who made us the women
we are today.
Elaine Lever (nee Kelsey)
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Cartoon series by Ceridwen Higginson
With characteristic energy and much affection, Ceridwen Higginson –
Margaret’s dear and lifelong friend, companion at Oxford and cousin
by marriage to Basil Higginson- commemorated Margaret’s 80th
birthday in words and pictures.
Line-drawings are accompanied by witty, apposite captions. The
humorous, inventive series of comments is given added interest and
appeal with copies of relevant photographs. As well as providing
Margaret herself with what must have been considerable amusement
and pleasure, this delightful sequence of events from her life
compiled by someone who loved her and knew her well presents an
insight not only into areas of life that have not been public knowledge
but also into a lifelong friendship.
Here are some gems from the hand-written illustrated record.

JH

Oxford, and World War Two
Margaret and Ceridwen sat the Oxford Entrance exam. together,
fortified by hot water bottles and tea, provided by the kind Miss
Lees. Both were successful and both gained a place at Somerville
College. These were halcyon days and towards the end of her life
Margaret described her time at Oxford as “lovely”, “marvellous”,
“wonderful”. She particularly enjoyed the companionship and
warmth at Somerville and especially being a part of a “lovely group
of friends”, who used to read Shakespeare aloud in their dressinggowns. “The Somerville spirit brought us together.” One of this
group was Winifred Brown who remained a lifelong friend and with
whom Margaret was still in contact in her 91st year. Winifred became
a Unitarian minister and is still staunchly independent.
Independence was also something Margaret greatly relished when
she moved from home to Oxford.
The time that Margaret and
Ceridwen spent at Oxford is
chronicled with photographs.
This one shows Margaret with
Oxford friends and
contemporaries sitting by a
blazing fire, Margaret on the
right-hand side of the fireplace in
a chair, others seated or
kneeling on the floor. It evokes
Margaret and friends at Somerville College
nostalgia in any Bolton School
Old Girl who has ever visited 63, Albert Road West – particularly at
Christmas time when one gathered round the fire, Margaret in her
blue armchair – for carols, cocoa, home-made Turkish Delight and
talk.

“She described Somerville as ‘plain living and high thinking’”

She was also deeply appreciative of the tuition she received there and
was full of admiration for their tutor Mary Lascelles, who was a “born
aristocrat” and “Jane Austen come to life”. One (including Margaret)
was always in awe of Miss Lascelles and her formidable reputation is
underlined in an obituary of 1995 which Margaret had kept amongst
her papers. It is worth catching the flavour of this obituary, since it is
exactly how Margaret described her.
“The mixture of awe and anxiety that she inspired remained
undiminished even once it was intimated that a pupil might call her by
her Christian name. Invitations to tea (at precisely half-past four) in
her north Oxford house were received with greater alarm than
supervision sessions because they meant more opportunities for
blunders – not only the fear of solecism but of spilling jam on the white
tablecloth (and it always did spill), or drinking one’s tea too quickly, or
the awkward question coming just as the scone had been bitten into:
“Do tell me, which do you say, relatives or relations?”

The Library at Somerville (top) and Darbyshire Quadrangle (bottom)

However there were other distractions to be
found in Oxford. Very soon after Margaret’s
arrival at Somerville a message came to say
that a Mr Higginson was waiting for her
downstairs. (No question of gentlemen visiting
female students’ rooms in those days!)
Margaret apparently felt her heart sink, since
her first thought was: “Surely my father hasn’t
followed me to Oxford.!!” She went downstairs
with many misgivings. The visitor was not,
however, her father, but her cousin Basil
Higginson, from Preston, who was a student at
Merton College. Margaret had not seen her
cousin since childhood so they were virtual
Margaret and Ceridwen alone
strangers. They didn’t even speak the same
language – she reported that he had a northern accent, little guessing
that her ear would be similarly assailed many times in future years!
There is evidence of cycling in the
country as well as country dancing,
which took place during the Oxford
days. Ceridwen recalls, with her nice
sense of humour, that Margaret also
makes friends with her cousin from that
“reprehensible, socialist, Republican
family in Preston..”
Margaret and friends at Somerville
Basil’s arrival at Somerville was in fact
auspicious. It was not long before Margaret introduced her cousin to
her best friend Ceridwen and the inevitable happened – Basil and
Ceridwen fell in love. Ceridwen’s health at this point was not good
and daily life was a struggle. The arrival of Basil in the scene was a
turning-point and according to Margaret “Ceridwen came to life. It
was like a flower reviving in water.” Margaret spoke with great
remembered delight of their wedding and her closeness to the family
never diminished. She became godmother to their first child, Rosser
and took a keen interest in the lives of all the children, when Rosser
was followed by Jane and Deborah.

Margaret’s time at Oxford was not entirely devoid of male company
and often a friend of Basil would make up a foursome. But of course
study was the main order of the day and Margaret was rewarded by
gaining a First Class degree in English. She then spent a year in the
Education Department and here too covered herself in glory, by
obtaining Distinction in the course. EP
Margaret enjoyed her “magical years” at
wartime Oxford, and fully appreciated the
unusual and distinguished mind of her
tutor, Mary Madge Lascelles, later VicePrincipal of Somerville College, and at that
time thirteenth in succession to the throne
of England. An awe-inspiring elegant figure
with raven-black hair and piercing blue
eyes, she had been among the first Jane
Austen scholars of the 20th C to find
beneath the surface gloss a deeper
understanding of human nature. She had
also focused critical attention on what
would become known as Shakespeare’s
“problem plays” with a ground-breaking
Mary Lascelles
study of “Measure for Measure.” When
asked why she chose that particular play, she replied “because I
hated it so much.”
Margaret always spoke of her with an affectionate respect that
indicates real intellectual and emotional rapport. Those students who
graduated with a First as Margaret did were usually encouraged by
their tutors to stay on to do research for a Doctorate. Did the question
arise for her? If it did, we know the answer; she chose the DipEd
rather than the DLitt, and set her feet firmly on the path to teaching.
Perhaps seclusion in the ivory towers of Oxford never appealed to
one of such energetic compassion, especially at a time of national
emergency.

“Formidably well-read, and not only in her own field of literature”

Had she chosen the path of scholarship, she could certainly have made
her mark, for
Margaret personified what Dryden said of Shakespeare: she had “the
most capacious soul.” She saw reading as an interactive experience
demanding concentration and commitment before informed comment.
She expected the same of her students, and thought me quite capable
of reading and reviewing Toynbee’s mammoth “Study of History” in a
weekend.
Here is part of a TES review of “Milton Criticism: Selections from Four
Centuries” edited by James Thorpe, which she may have written,
though we cannot access their archive to be sure. In style it resembles
her all-embracing approach and certainly suggests her breadth of
scholarship. The scope and scale of the book and its usefulness to
students are praised and some of its omissions are noted..
“..it concentrates attention too exclusively on ‘Paradise Lost.’ Little
space is given to the works which truly reveal Milton as a man—the
sonnets, ‘Samson’, and above all, the prose. One could read this book
through without suspecting that this austere stylist was also the author
of prose torrential and headstrong, as unlike as possible to his strictlydisciplined verse…(This Satanism is still disastrously reflected in our
syllabuses with their emphasis on Books I and II at the expense of
Milton’s grand design.)”
There is a sharp comment on the inability of even the most eminent of
Victorian critics such as Matthew Arnold, to look below the surface,
“.. commending Milton as a bulwark against ‘the flood of Anglo-Saxon
commonness.’ Blandly discounting the obsolete content of ‘Paradise
Lost’, he sees ‘the power of poetry’ residing in the ‘refining and
elevation wrought in us by the high and rare excellence of the great
style’ of which Milton is supreme exponent. So one might praise the
façade of a great cathedral behind which lay vacancy. And this about a
poet who, in spite of his impersonal manner, wrote beyond all others
out of his whole self, who believed that a poet ‘ought himself to be a
true poem.’”
A short poem in MS dating from this time and with only three
alterations, indicates that Margaret herself was also capable of much
more than the delicious pastiches included later. EL

The sum of minutes is too small,
The jealous gold too quickly spent,
And wonder’s gone beyond recall
If time’s the only measurement.

A single moment must suffuse
The swiftly-widening gulf of age,
Or, agonised with joy, we lose
The song-bird with the cage.

Letter to a Friend
A delightful pre-war letter dated 8th January, 1939, and sent from
Sutton to a close friend comes across in a lively, engaging way.
There is a fresh, open and warmly affectionate approach to the
recipient.
Margaret outlines, with some self-deprecation, the events surrounding
her London 'debut in society' in what she refers to as a 'rich week'. Her
acute sense of observation of detail delivered in a wry, humorous tone
brings to life an evening at 45, Park Lane attended in a borrowed coat
(there is no mention of the dress that Margaret wore...). With some
exaggeration for comic effect, she relates aspects of the awesome
occasion, comments on the waiting footmen, the named dignitaries and
'glassy', 'decorated' environment in which she finds herself.
All this is skilfully drawn together as, for the benefit of the reader's
imagination, she identifies herself as the focus of an amusing incident.
Having made her entrance, been announced by a flunkey, Margaret
finds that in an instant, her 'party bag' flies to the floor, disbursing itself
of its contents under the gaze of all present
The nature of the piece and the familiarity of the recipient is such that
Margaret reflects on everything: on the amazing environment... on the
people around her (including her two friends and fellow party-goers)...
Later in the letter, Margaret refers to her father, 'Daddy', to the political
climate, to her cousin Basil's visit and to some of her prospective social
events.
The reflection and the commentary are entirely characteristic of
Margaret's written style as well as of her own handling of situations and
events. So is the ending of the letter: an injunction to the friend to
bring back certain items - in quite a peremptory tone!

MDH reaches the chalk-face
Margaret’s first teaching post was at Wycombe Abbey, an independent
girls’ boarding school in Buckinghamshire. This was wartime (1941) and
privations were felt everywhere. The headmistress was apparently very
parsimonious when it came to serving school meals and one often went
away hungry from Top Table. Margaret used to think “If I ever become a
Head I’ll be more generous with helpings.” – and she was….. Those of
us who have been on the receiving end of large helpings of school lunch
(which we didn’t necessarily want) will testify to this.
Wycombe Abbey was a temporary post and Margaret moved then to a
completely different environment – a co-educational school in Yorkshire,
Sowerby Bridge Grammar School. Yorkshire appealed to her sense of the
romantic and she was breathing the same air that her beloved Brontes
had breathed, but another move was imminent.
In 1943 she went to Bemrose School for Boys in Derbyshire and it was
here that she had an enormous influence on lads from families where
grammar school education was something very new. Through the study
of English Literature she opened their minds and hearts in a way which
would to some extent set the course of their lives and certainly careers.
These were of the generation of young men who were called up at the
end of the war, and who sent her letters which had been filtered through
the censoring apparatus in case they contained sensitive information. EP
Her lessons must have been fun as well as inspirational. Here is a clever
parody she wrote for the boys. We wonder who Attenborough was?
At Bemrose Boys’ School
c.1945
Now in that place there was a company
Of yonge folks that went on a journey,
Of whom were several that wolde sport and pleye
With their felawes throughout the livelong day;
In special was one- his name I wotThat carped and japed- I gesse he was no swotAnd eek when him thought men took no keep,

He wolde in window-mirrour peer and peep
To combe his lockes; but for to speke of hair
He could not with another wight compareI trow he was a martyr or a saint,
For round his face, dischevelee, sans constraint,
His hair as any halo stood out stiff*He was a shipman, fit to rule a skiffYet wel I woot, shipmen been seldom saintsHe to the parsoun oft made his complaints.
This parsoun was a ful faire comely wight
With rolling gait and eyen stepe and bright;
Wel coude he thump and in the pulpit roar
As any bull-calf, if the people snore.
Him cam withal a thin and pointed youtheTo speke with great sentence ful wel he kouthe;
And sith he cam from London(as was pleyn)
That great cite, no wonder was, certain.
Another eek coude in disputings shine,
But he was prickly as the porcupine,
And that was scathe; ther cam wightes mo
That unto studie hadde long y-go
And spake French ful free and fetisly
(After the scole of Bemrose-atte-Derbye)…
And then a merry and an elvish sprite,
The one koud talk, the other one koude write.
An olde wyf hadde they with them for the nones
She was y-dyed with red ink to the bones,
Eche night she studied as the lerned owleShe was more wys than that sagacious fowle.
But for to tellen yow where that they wente,
Or whence they cam, or what was their intente,
I cannot telle; but when the road was rough
I saw them turn aside- they were not tough!
To goon with the wind was al hir leste,
To goon against the wind they did deteste,
So few, that nolde lette for storm or rainI kan no more; my wit is small, certain…..
The Ghoste of Geoffrey Chaucer
* Written in the margin is the name Attenborough

In numerous letters in the Biographical Material one can read how
much they counted on Margaret for advice, whether in career
aspirations or in criticising their poetic efforts, and it is clear too how
seriously Margaret took this responsibility. She wrote to them
encouraging, berating, cajoling. She sent them gifts (often books of
poetry) when a special occasion arose. She put them in touch with
other friends of hers. (Was this the start of her famous “connecting”
system? How many us have her to thank for careers enhanced and
friends made for life!)
Margaret’s “Bemrose Boys” responded with
remarkably frank and open accounts of their innermost feelings, their
encounters with “young females” and this often on flimsy airmail
paper bearing the stamp of the Army Censor.
This was true devotion.
That she could also call them to order when they were at school (and
after!) is also clear from the letters and reminiscences. John Brierley
and Kenneth Varty, who both had distinguished careers in education
kept in touch with Margaret up to the end of her life, and both
acknowledged their debt to her. John Brierley says: “ She was a
brilliant teacher and I owe much to her influence in those far-off days.
In his book “ In the
Shadow of the Means Test
Man” he writes of his time
in Margaret’s English
lessons: “My blustering
arguments were
countered by steady
ascending logic like pegs
driven into a rock face.
She has remained a
critical friend throughout
my life but at that time she
was a thorn in my side
Bemrose Boys
which hurt and deflated
my ego.” John wrote recently: “ I do miss her in spite of her digs at
me. She belonged to a group of women who had strong beliefs. It
was a privilege to have known her and to be taught by her.”
“Above all she was a superb teacher”

Kenneth Varty writes; “ I always found her lessons and tutorials to be
attention-gripping, and her observations and comments about life
outside the classroom stimulating and illuminating.” Kenneth also
remembered an occasion when he bumped into Margaret twelve
years after their last meeting. He had recently been bereaved and
Margaret responded with great kindness, inviting him to tea and talk.
Kenneth retains a deep affection for Margaret and travelled down
from Glasgow just a few years ago to visit her in Albert Road West.
Incidentally, in a letter dated
September 1944 one of
Margaret’s correspondents
commiserates with her on the fact
that a flying bomb had hit her
parents’ house in Sutton. This
writer also remarks: “I can also
remember your saying you are
succeeding or otherwise engaged
Bemrose Farm Camp
in a series of efforts to do the job
normally filed as the work of hefty specimens of the sex originally
modelled for toil.” One can only surmise on the nature of this ‘toil’
but a clue may be found in a photograph, dated 1943, which has the
heading ‘Farm Camp’ and which shows a youthful Margaret with
three friends, one of whom appears to be holding a rake. EP
My favourite photo of MDH , about 20 years later, shows her
shovelling snow off the lacrosse-pitch, surrounded by a gaggle of
juniors in large gaberdines and those awful pork-pie felt hats happily
later superseded by the maroon Para-type berets. I chose it for the
anniversary edition of the school magazine in 1957. EL
What is certain is that Margaret volunteered with the Red Cross Society
and obtained certificates in Home Nursing, First Aid (1940) and was
also awarded a Certificate of Loyal Service by the American Red Cross.
This was “ in recognition and appreciation of more than one hundred
and fifty hours of faithful and loyal VOLUNTEER service to the
members of the Armed Forces of the United States of America making
use of the facilities of the American Red Cross in the British
Isles.” (April 3rd 1945)

Margaret’s next move in the teaching world was to St. Paul’s Girls’
School in 1945 and she spent nine happy years here teaching girls
of high intellectual ability.
It was in this period that she met
Vera Brittain, the mother of Shirley
Williams and of course Shirley
herself was to become a lifelong
friend. Shirley Summerskill and
Shirley Conran also came under
Margaret’s care at this time. They
were a spirited lot and it must have
St. Paul’s Girls’ School
been quite a challenge to have them
as members of one’s form, but of course Margaret was equal to the
challenge! There was one occasion, however, when she was taken
to task by the mother of a pupil, who invited Margaret to her home in
order to give advice on how best to discipline teenage girls.
Margaret accepted this advice with good heart and the two became
firm friends. She often told the story against herself and was very
appreciative of the help she had received. EP
The following extract was sent by Madeleine Zimmerman (now
Madeleine Simms). It was her homework at St. Paul’s, in the VII
form (Lower Sixth), with Margaret’s corrections in red ink.
English Appreciation
Dedicated by the author to the recipient of this Sonnet

I would not write this, did it not rest with me,
(But if it did, there’d not be much I’d do)
Thus, as it is, the fault doth lie with thee
(Already it has ta’en an hour or two.)
“Scorn not the sonnet,” Wordsworth once did say,
Emphatically I reinforce the plea,
Therefore, deal gentily with this, on the day
That thou returnst it, lest I then should see
My masterpiece held up to mocking mirth

O wasted hours devoted to creation!
When author only can assess its worth,
And not another being in the nation.
If this doth pain thee, then once more I plea
The fault of this doth solely lie with thee.
The critic, Sonneteer, has never frowned,
Her nature’s gentle – even her red ink
Is of a delicate diluted pink.
’Tis true the thing hath not a trumpet sound,
Here is no strain soul-animating found –
(Indeed, the strain of being obliged to think
Seems to have made the vital spirits sink)
But still with temperate praise it shall be crowned
Etc.,etc., ad lib..
(supply the sextet yourself!)
Here is another of the pastiches that Margaret did so well. We
wonder which member of staff she had in mind?
At St.Paul’s

1953.

There was a schoole-mistresse in that place
With spectacles on nose and pale faceIt was almost a spanne broade, I troweFor sure her braine was nat undergrowe.
She knew wel al the knowledge that ther is
In the great Encyclopedia ywis.
She coulde parse and analyse and spell,
Make columns, paragraphs and verse as well.
Sterne was her voice and piercing was her glance;
She was a strict one to give penaunce
There as she wiste her pupils lazy were,
Or lost their books, or were not quite all there.
A wretched N was all the mark they got,
And “Write out 50 times withouten blot!”
“She had strong views on how she wanted girls to be educated”

Yet, if were any maiden diligent,
Kindly she was and wonder pacient.
But grete harm was it, as it seemed me,
That on her browe such wrinkles hadde she,
And shoulders rounded from excessive toil.
She was a one to burn the midnight oil
Doing corrections; verily I think
If you should prick her, she would bleed red ink.
Yet was her bread not al withouten jam:
It is full faire to be addressed as “Ma’am”,
And have your books royally y-bore,
And go through swinge-doores all bifore.
The least “jammy” part of teaching life is the dreadful duty of
producing reports at all too regular intervals; often it’s not much fun
receiving them either. I’m not sure when this parody was written, nor
for whom, but the name says it all. EL
“………went off with a shattering report……..
TERMINAL REPORT.
Name: Avril ffoliott

Class: Upper Middle

In English Composition she
Has shown originality.
Her spelling is her own, indeed.
In Latin she declines with speed.
Her spoken French is rarely pureNeeds practice- ear is insecure.
In Mathematics she takes pains.
(She thinks cube roots are sugar-canes)
She has not yet digested pi.
Though marks in history are not high
This girl is trying, (so much so,
She’s the most trying girl we know!)
At Dancing she has made great strides.
She shows an aptitude besides
For painting (on the human skin).
She should not drop the violin.

We sum her up as Very Fair(Her prospects in the marriage-mart
Are excellent- should not lose heart.
She is a girl who should go far,
Say Jericho or Zanzibar),
And to conclude, we should prefer
Always to turn out girls like her
In addition to her daily work at school Margaret helped out during this
time at a girls’ youth club in the East End of London. The contrast
between these two vastly different aspects of her experience is
recorded later in this ‘issue’ in an article she wrote in 1952.
Margaret had however a romantic
yearning for the north of England which
was soon to be satisfied. She had always
loved the “Wuthering Heights” feeling of
bleakness and wildness and was delighted
that Ceridwen had married a man from the
north (albeit Lancashire!) As a frequent
visitor to her beloved relatives, Basil,
Ceridwen and their children in Cockerham
she had got to know Lancashire, and this
must have prompted her decision to put in
an application for a post there. It has been
recorded elsewhere how when she arrived
at Bolton School she was amazed at what
she found and almost turned tail. However
the hike up the Pike helped matters along
and she was offered and accepted the job.
What happened next will be recounted on
our next issue. It will feature ‘The Bolton
Years’. EP

High Withens, Near Haworth

“Margaret... had come to Bolton in a spirit of mission”

Margaret had a passionate interest in girls’ education which developed early
and a long essay which she wrote in the Sixth Form will appear in a later
issue.
Twenty years later, when a headmistress herself, she reviewed Josephine
Kamm’s double biography of Miss Buss and Miss Beale, pioneers of the girls’
education battle, “How Different from Us”. EL

On a similar topic, Margaret read and reviewed for the Observer a
pamphlet “small and light but containing as many fertile ideas as a
dandelion-clock has seeds,” published by the Dept. of Education at
King’s College, Newcastle in 1952. Do not be misled by her title “The
Recovery of Feminine Values.” Just read the text. EL

MDH had strong feelings about what she saw as wasted
opportunities, and luckily they found an amusing if pointed outlet in
the following poem. Margaret Timms evidently intended a career in
advertising after St.Paul’s and English at Somerville College.
Goodness knows how she found the courage to tell Margaret
Higginson! But I doubt if she ever told Miss Lascelles (see verse 3).
You would need a flame-proof suit for that! (EL)

“She encouraged us all to have views on every topic”

For Margaret Timms

SPGS

1954

Endowed with health and adequate grey matter,
Fostered beneath a wing as broad as Strud’s,
Simply to say “Sarong makes figures flatter,”
Or sing the praise of Sylvan’s silky suds.
Firmly admonished both by Pa and P—k,
Tenderly nursed by Jk and Hg and Ha,
Just to proclaim that “Kangol does the hat-trick,”
O tell the world how crunchy Kellogg’s are!
Nourished by purest academic waters,
Last, cut and polished by the Delicate Lass;
What is the guidance she will give her daughters?“You can’t do better than a glass of Bass!”
To spend a life in whisking candy-floss up,
A sticky, sugary unsubstantial mass!“Where women talk, you’ll hear them whisper ‘Gossip’“She found a husband when she changed to Tress!”
Hers were the by-the-million-longed-for chances,
She the most finely-sifted fortunate seed!
Her final aim? To catch the casual glances
Of futile vanity and foolish greed.
Forgiveness for the starved, the feeble-minded,
Who think there’s nothing hard cash can’t buy;
But here’s a treachery not even blindedKnowing the truth to propagate the lie.
PS Although I like pronouncing general doom,
There may be one exception to the ruleJust make more money for Lord Leverhulme
To plough back into Culture (Bolton School).
(Perhaps Margaret realised on reflection that teaching itself is a form of
advertisement, for a wider range of products? EL)

Margaret had an immense respect for the ways of life of people
whom she might have been expected to pity. In a book which
undoubtedly influenced her philosophy of life, “South Riding”, the
young and ardent headmistress desperately wants to “rescue” her
one bright pupil from a very poor home, forced by the death of her
mother to give up school for the drudgery of bringing up her younger
brothers and sisters. She reluctantly accepts the word of an older
and wiser woman that “it simply wouldn’t do” to uproot her from her
position and responsibilities.
MDH would never have assumed that she “knew better” what was
good for the girls of the East End club where she helped out in the
grim 1940s. For these girls and so many like them, “girls’ education”
was a relative term. EL
'Club Girls of East London'
This article, written in 1952, is, like so many of the pieces written by
Margaret, sensitive, shrewd, visionary - full of apt observation and
prescient in such a remarkable way.
On reading it, one is immediately able to see how her social
awareness and keen sense of responsibility for the needs of the
individual characterise the embodiment of her later position as
Headmistress of the Girls' Division.
Margaret captures the essence of the girls about whom she writes.
Her own background gave her, perhaps, the objectivity she required
to stand aside to reflect and comment.
Somehow, in writing, she manages to do two things. Margaret
assesses and remarks on the philosophy and lifestyle of her charges.
She also, in a kind of dual application, measures these East London
girls against their 'luckless contemporaries still mewed up in schools'.
As ever, Margaret sees potential in the girls; she sees potential in
what they could do for themselves and potential in what the very
“We were constantly exhorted to make the most of our opportunities”

contemplation of their state could do for those who, in spite of being
particularly intelligent, are, she infers, suffering and anxious.
In character with all Margaret's best pieces, this article bears witness
to a wistful, reflective mood. It could be seen as a cameo that had a
foundation of significant influence upon the practical realities of being
a headmistress in a school where the lot of her pupils had been 'cast
in so goodly a heritage'. JH

It’s obvious that throughout her life, MDH was concerned with how
society could achieve “the Heineken Effect” on those young people
whom universal education apparently could not reach. There is a
note of great practicality and useful suggestions in two articles she
wrote c.1956 for the BEN, after reading “Some Young People” by
Pearl Jephcott. EL
Wasted Youth? 1 and 2.

Tributes to Miss Higginson
There have been very many tributes paid to Miss Higginson,
particularly during the last twelve months, some of which have
already and appropriately been published in this year’s issue of the
Bolton School Old Girls’ magazine.
We now include on this quarter’s website, approximately in
chronological order, the following:
First from Martine Osorio (née Jellinek) who was obviously most
impressed and greatly influenced by MDH.
MARGARET HIGGINSON –My recollections
“Higgy” was our greatly respected and slightly feared class teacher
for 2 years and English teacher for 4. Of course she taught me far
more than a love of a great range of English literature. We were a
fortunate year who were not driven by the O Level English literature
curriculum, since St. Paul’s made the wise decision of reducing the
number of exams we took at that level, so that we could cover a far
wider selection of literature.
As class teacher, Higgy introduced us to first hand democratic
experiences through class councils and debates. She also
encouraged us to have an interest, care and involvement in society
far beyond our privileged Paulina experiences. It is not really
surprising how many of her ex pupils took up careers in the “Caring
professions”.
Many 21st century educationalists would approve of Higgy’s choice of
punishment, which was not to write the time-wasting 100 lines. I was
frequently detained after school to learn a Shakespeare speech or
new poem. She did however resort to that most cruel arsenal of
teachers’ weapons, sarcasm. I still blush remembering her marginal
comment “What a surprise!” beside the dramatic end of what I

I had no idea how young Higgy was and was much abashed at her
anger when I asked her “Did you use a bathing machine?” I believe
she was 28 at the time and soon afterwards became the youngest
headmistress of a girls’ grammar school!!
I visited her in Bolton and was saddened to learn that in retirement
she lived 10 minutes away from my son in Yorkshire. Had I known I
would have been delighted to renew our friendship. Without a doubt
she was the teacher who had the greatest and most valued influence
on my life and of whom I still ask myself “What would Higgy have
made of this decision or action?”
Next, from Jill Balcon, wife of Cecil Day Lewis, the then Professor of
Poetry at Oxford University
In the 1950s Cecil Day Lewis visited Bolton with his wife Jill Balcon.
During his visit he presented the prizes and gave the address at the
Girls’ Division Speech Day. In consequence his wife wrote the
following letter to Miss Higginson; unfortunately the beginning of the
letter has not been located but the rest is worthy of publication.
“We came home immensely
stimulated and moved by all that
Bolton gave us. We shall not forget
it. Much of our work and many of
our journeys are unrewarding to
the spirit. Bolton and your School
made one feel that there were the
people who were the very
backbone of all that is most
admirable.
With grateful thanks,
Jill Day Lewis

“She was undoubtedly a major influence in my life”

Finally extracts of letters from four people of more recent times:
Both of them (Margaret and Dorothy Greenhalgh) made such
considerable contribution to the life and achievements of G.D. Many
of us have much to be grateful for as they brought such colour and
encouragement into our lives. They will always be remembered with
both admiration and affection. (Sheila Stocks)
She was a brilliant teacher and I owe much to her influence in those
far-off days. She remained a friend since schooldays.
MDH was a great influence on me – an ever critical friend. It is true
that next to a parent, a schoolteacher is a powerful influence, mostly
for the good.
I miss her letters and her voice – sometimes quick to retaliate to a
remark she didn’t agree with, but always good value.
(Dr John Brierley)
How much we all owe her is incalculable. We shall all have so many
memories of her – her impact on us all is considerable.
(Julien Harvatt)

It will be clear from the above that the tributes we have received
come from many quarters. Margaret had indeed friends in many
parts and in our next publication there will be a further selection of
tributes.
GES.

It’s been difficult to select from the wealth of material available for this
issue. In the next episode of Margaret’s life, the early years at Bolton
School, we really shall be “spoilt for choice”.

In the next issue….
More newspaper articles, original writing, tributes, illustrations and a
continuation of the biography from Margaret’s arrival at Bolton
School.
The archive working committee from the Old Girls' Association gratefully acknowledges the numerous contributions from a wide variety of sources connected with
the family, life and work of MDH.
Every effort has been made to preserve the integrity of the extracts used, to ensure
accuracy and to respect anonymity where applicable.
If any Old Girl (or indeed anyone else) would like to offer reminiscences or anecdotes about Margaret we should be very glad to receive them. Please send them
to:
Carol Haslam at Bolton School or email them to: CHaslam@girls.bolton.sch.uk

